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Statement and Conclusion

dFku ,oa fu"d"kZ

'Conclusion' means the most appropriate
result as far as the meaning of the word
conclusion in reasoning is concerned, the word
is treated in its original literal sense. That is,
assuming all the facts of the statement to be true
even if they are contrary to the accepted
assumption, the correct conclusions have to be
taken about whether they are true or not at the
base of the statement. It should not resort to any
kind of forecast.

concept

For this it is necessary that you apply the
concept on any given statement in such a way
that you can easily conclude the basics related
to what is said in the statement. For this, it is
necessary to explore the basics by bringing the
limits of our thinking within a limited range.
In order to solve the questions related to
statement and conclusion, it is necessary to know
some important points, which are the following.

1.

1. Do not think about anything other than
statement information.

2.

2. Conjecture and preconception should be
avoided and care should be taken that
conclusions do not take the form of action.

3.

3. If are directly linked to the statement, they
are valid.

4.

4. If there is a statement related to a press
release or an advertisement and the conclusion
fulfills its original purpose then the conclusion
is said to be valid because an advertisement or
press release is given thinking that people will
read, understand and believe it .

5.

5. Any statement in the past tense should not
be considered because if the statement is in
present then nothing can be said about what has
happened in the past and what was its situation
at that time.
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6. If a law or statute or amendment is being
discussed in a statement, then the factual matter
connected thereto will be valid as a conclusion,
because the purpose of making any amendment,
law or statute is that the common people will
accept it. It is important to remember that the
conclusion should be directly related to the
statement.

6.

7.

7. If the conclusion has words like definite,
absolutely, hundred percent, only, always, all,
every etc. then do not consider it. If the conclusion
is the direct result of the statement then it is
valid.

8.

8. Sometimes there are only two sides to a
problem, if one of them is given in the statement,
then the other is definitely a conclusion.

9.

Special Matter

9. Any sentence in future tense should not be
regarded as the conclusion because by looking at
the present we can only predict the future but
cannot find the conclusion.

Generalise

future

10. Sometimes only two sides of a problem
are possible, in that case both cannot be
considered as the conclusion, but only one of them
is possible, in this case your answer should be
either I or II. Make sure that both the conclusions
are given together.

10.

I

II.

Exam oriented tips
 It is acceptable for the general public to
follow a government order or rule, so if the
conclusions related to it are directly related to the
statement, then it will be valid.



 All the aspects of factual advice, opinion or
any issue given in the statement should be
considered, if there are more than two
conclusions, then one or two of them should not
be considered as conclusions.



 If the statement is a positive one, then the
conclusion will never be valid.



 Practical truth is not insignificant in such
statements, rather what is being said in the
statement should be accepted as true.



 Generally, the root cause and diagnosis of
the problem which is given in the statement is
hidden in the statement, the examinee should
try to find its details with the help of the
statement.
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Positive

Negative

E XERCISE
Directions (Q. 1-25): In each question below is
given a statement followed by two conclusions
numbered I and II. You have have to assume
everything in the statement to be true, then
consider the two conclusions together and decide
which of them logically follows beyond a reasonable
doubt from the inf ormation given in the
statement.
I

II. As the farmers of state X have small
farms they don’t need electricity for
agriculture.
X
3.

II

Conclusions /
:
I. An infectious disease has spread among
the animals of the zoo.

Give answer/
(a) if only conclusion I follows.
I
(b) if only conclusion II follows.
II
(c) if neither I nor II follows.
I
II
(d) If both I and II follow.
I
II
1. Statement /
:
After collision of two vessels in the sea all
the crewmen and passengers are declared
as missing. — A news report

II. Something is terribly wrong with the zoo
management.
4.

Statement /
:
The Insurance Act, 1938, and its amendment
in 1950 have provided the regulatory
framework for insurance business in India.
1938
1950
Conclusions /
:
I. The Insurance Act can be amended.

—
Conclusions /
:
I. No one from the two vessels has survived
after the collision.

II. The Insurance Act can be amended only
after 12 years.
12
5.

II. A few persons from the two vessels may
have survived and are missing.

2.

Statement /
:
Animals have been dying with alarming
regularity at Nandankanan zoo in Orissa.

Statement /
:
The Electricity Board of state X has given
ultimatum to the farmers to either
regularise their electric connection by the
end of June 2020 or face the legal procedure.
X
2000

Statement /
:
The pollution-related problems made the
people of country X realise that while
economic growth was important, environment
conservation was also necessary.
X

Conclusions /
:
I. I nitially, the people of country ‘X’
concentrated only on economic growth of
the country.
‘X’

Conclusions /
:
I. The Electricity Board of state X has failed
to provide regular connection to the
farmers.
X

II. Economic growth has been achieved at
the cost of environmental balance.
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6.

II. No other books deals with poverty in India
during 1950 to 1980.
1950 1980

Statement /
:
There is no person who does not possess
some virtue, and no person who is entirely
free from evil.

10. Statement /
:
Research has proved that people eating high
fat diets coupled with decreased level of
exercises are prone to heart diseases.

Conclusions /
:
I. Man is fraught with either virtue or evil.
II. Good and evil points are both present in all
of us.
7.

Conclusions /
:
I. People should reduce their high-fat diet
as a preventive method.

Statement /
:
“If you are attacked it is perfectly legitimate
under international law to exercise the right
of hot pursuit. At this moment we are not
considering it.”—Union Home Minister of
country ‘X’

II. People must have sufficient level of
exercise to reduce their chances of
having heart disease.

(Hot Pursuit)
Conclusions /
:
I. Hot pursuit is the ultimate step.

8.

11. Statement /
:
Only those candidates with exceptional talent
and strong motivation should apply. — An
advertisement.

II. Country ‘X’ has been attacked by some
other country.
‘X’
Statement /
:
For over three decades company ‘X’ has been
totally involved in energy conservation, its
efficient use and management.
‘X’

—
Conclusions /
:
I. Candidates not fulfilling these criteria
will not be considered.

Conclusions /
:
I. The company has yet to learn and
acquire basic things in this area.

II. It is possible to decide clearly who is
talented and motivated.

II. It is dedication that is more important
than knowledge and expertise.
9.

12. Statement /
:
Book your flat before 15th June and avail
interest-free loan from the builders. – An
advertisement.
15
—

Statement /
:
This book ‘Z’ is the only book which focuses
its attention on the problem of poverty in India
between 1950 and 1980.
‘Z’
1950 1980

Conclusions /
:
I. No flat will be booked afterwards.

Conclusions /
:
I. There was no question of poverty before
1950.
1950
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II. After 15th June, no loan will be provided.
15
84

II. Company XYZ has to make more efforts
to market its platforms.

13. Statement /
:
‘No part of the education of a politician in
democracy is more indispensable than the
fighting of election.’ — A politician’s
statement.

XYZ
16. Statement /
:
The government of State ‘A’ has sought a
waiver of outstanding Central loans of Rs
4,000 crores and a moratorium on repayment
pending the waiver.

Conclusions /
:
I. A politician should be highly educated to
influence people and win elections.

‘A’

4,000

Conclusions /
:
I. Unlike other states, State ‘A’ has no
desire to make repayment of its loans.

II. To succeed in politics, it is necessary to
learn and practice the art of
electioneering.

‘A’
14. Statement /
:
Global ecological issues have eclipsed local
environmental problems which are being
faced by the poor societies.

II. State ‘A’ financial condition does not
appear to be satisfactory.
‘A’
17. Statement /
:
Mr X lost the Olympic gold in 100m by onehundredth of a second.
X 100

Conclusions /
:
I. Poor societies always have to suffer
because of their poverty.

II.

Conclusions /
:
I. Mr X won the silver in the Olympics.
X
II. Mr X is a great sprinter.

Global ecological issues are not so
important. Rich societies can bear with it.

X
18. Statement /
:
Plants and animals produce numerous
seeds but only a few survive and not all are
alike.

15. Statement /
:
‘70% of the world’s data is processed on XYZ
company’s platforms’ - An advertisement of
XYZ - a computer manufacturing company.
70%
—

XYZ
XYZ

Conclusions /
:
I. Nature allows only the individuals with
better ability to survive.

Conclusions /
:
I. There is no other company in the world
which produces platforms of data
processing.

II. E v e r y spe ci e s w ant s t o le av e i t s
impression on earth.

(Data Processing)
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19. Statement /
:
In India, most women see their dowry as the
only share they will get in their parental
property. What they object to are only
extortionist demands.

22. Statement /
:
In India, a large portion of the 3 million
mobile phones sold till date have been
purchased from the grey market.
30

Conclusions /
:
I. Indian women do not have any share in
their parental property.

Conclusions /
:
I. There are at least 3 million mobile
phone subscribers in India.
30
II. Products sold in grey market are tax-free.
23. Statement /
:
The chances of a war between India and
Pakistan have declined.

II. Extortionist demand by the bridegroom’s
side is a common practice in Indian
society.

Conclusions /
:
I. Both armies have built up defences in
response.

20. Statement /
:
In order to bring about a major growth in
commercial transactions with India and
encourage bilateral trade relations, France
has announced a bilateral treaty related to
multi-purpose projects.

II. There is considerable international
pressure on both the countries to
restrain themselves.

24. Statement /
:
‘No aspect of cricket is more indispensable
than good fielding.’ — A captain’s statement
‘
’ —

Conclusions /
:
I. India is also willing to strengthen its
dealings and trade with France.

Conclusions /
:
I. To win a cricket match, it is necessary to
learn and practise the art of good fielding.

II. Every country should develop commercial
relations with others.

21. Statement /
:
The American presidential election matters
not just to the Americans but to the entire
world.

II. Good fielding is enough to win a cricket
match.
25. Statement /
:
Government has reduced span of price
control from 74 drugs to estimated 38.
74
38
Conclusions /
:
I. Price of some decontrolled drugs is likely
to rise.

Conclusions /
:
I. The world affairs are highly influenced
by the policy of the power-bearers in the
US.

II. It is the American president who delivers
justice to the entire world.
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II. Availability of some drugs is likely to
improve.
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